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About This Game

Fly with Nyx across the ruins of the ancient Greece in her dangerous search for her dearest friend Icarus. Use the powers of
Zeus and the Gods from Olympus and use them wisely in order to help Nyx to complete her epic adventure.

Cast rays, command the winds, control the fire, fight the Hydra, surf the blazing sands and modify the environment as you have
never experienced before.

Key Features

Innovative and unique gameplay. You will be able to invoke the powers of the gods for interacting with the environment
as you have never done before.

12 challenging levels, carefully designed, completely filled with puzzles, beautiful scenarios and action.

Real physics based puzzles and interactive scenery.

Play against the clock. Try to beat the best times from the developers and get all the Steam Achievements!

Stunning graphics specially enhanced for the computer version. Impressive visual effects such as bloom, depth of field
and heat distortion.

Find your way to the Arcadia, the secret bonus level.
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20 ancient relics hidden by the Gods to be found within the levels.

A fascinating story. Will you be able to help Nyx discover what happened to her friend Icarus?

Beautiful soundtrack composed by film composer Steven Gutheinz.
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Title: NyxQuest: Kindred Spirits
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Over the Top Games
Publisher:
Over the Top Games
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2010
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English,French,German,Italian
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APPARENTLY ALL CONTINENTS HAVE THE SAME SCENERY OR ARE THE IMAGES JUST THE SAME?
ITS FREE SO WHO CARES? JUST SHOWS THE MANAGER ISNT EVEN BOTHERED TO TAKE SOME SCREEN
CAPS.. Cheap way to kill a few hours really fun at first
. When zooming in, the camera pans to to the right then you have to fight with the camera to show anything else. Refunded this
game less than an hour after purchase.. DLC is broken lol dont buy. I completed this "game" in 3.5 hours. It was very slow
paced with not a ton to do and the days went on far to quickly.
I would recommend this game if it was under $5 but at $13 for just 3.5 hour of game play it just isn't worth it. This game is a
piece of art work and I respect that.
-it's unlike anything I have played in the past
-the writing has great potential but often got lost in the boring wandering
-the art style and music are quite nice
This game is a piece of art work and I respect that. At first glance this game looks promising but it's actually repetitive &
boring.
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Literally, this is the worst game I've ever played. The optimalisation is bad, maps are bad, guns are bad, models are bad and that
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ royalty free music from youtube library. Even if this game was made satirically, I just don't care, because it
couldn't be any worse. After like 40mins of playing I had to refund. At least it only costs 90 cents.. Immersion breaking bugs
and floaty controls hinder this charming reboot. Honestly, i'm surprised the game was released in its current state. I can overlook
the controls to experience this beautiful fantasy setting however I find myself frequently reloading due to minor bugs/hiccups. A
common glitch I see deals with interactable/puzzle items. While moving or throwing these objects they may become lodged in
an inaccessible area or leave the screen entirely. The world is well crafted but I can't help but wonder if a little bit more effort
would have gone a long way.

I guess the world will never know.... If you have 2 hours to burn and achievements to earn, buy this game, preferably on sale..
So. Very. Cute.. This game is fun and frustrating at the same time. I enjoy playing it regardless and definitely rate it one of the
better Texas hold em poker games out there...... it's a good game. The real challenge here is how to get 3 heads (Star) in all
levels just like other mobile games, get the level done isn't too hard but if you want to get the full star for each level it required
some mind juices. Good single player missions with funny storylines. Worth it for the price tag.
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